Part Number: 16322-0003

Status: Contact Molex
Series: 16322
Category: Molex Parts

Product Environmental Compliance

Questions on Product Environmental Compliance? Email ProductCompliance@molex.com

EU ELV: Not Reviewed
EU RoHS: Not Reviewed
EU RoHS Phthalates: Not Reviewed
China RoHS: Not Reviewed
REACH SVHC: Not Reviewed
Low-Halogen Status: Not Reviewed

Application Tooling

Tooling specifications and manuals are found by selecting the products below. Crimp Height Specifications are then contained in the Application Tooling Specification document.

Previously Available Application Tooling
Check our list of old tooling that used to be available for this part

Molex is a registered trademark of Molex, LLC in the United States of America and may be registered in other countries; all other trademarks listed herein belong to their respective owners.
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